
WWALKING INTO KELLY HOOPER’S STUDIO, it’s clear that 
Glassworks is far more than just a destination for windows. The small 
showroom and workspace is filled to the ceiling with colourful glass 
sheets, sparkling-clear glass accents and a variety of works in progress. 
Design sketches have been pinned to one of the back walls, and dozens 
of pieces from an intricate stained-glass window have been carefully 
laid out on a side table. Contemporary, leaded-glass panels are almost 
complete in the centre of the room, which is tall and flooded with 
natural light. It’s a creative space, first and foremost, and the person 
behind it all is glass artist and Burlington resident, Kelly Hooper.

Glassworks began over 20 years ago, after Kelly accepted an 
administrative position with a glass company in Oakville. With 
a background in liberal arts and a desire to create, the McMaster 
University graduate soon found herself making French provincial table 
tops under the guidance of her employer. As her skill and interest in the 
glass art medium grew, Hooper followed her passion and Glassworks 
was born. The studio specializes in functional works of art and uses 
old-world techniques alongside contemporary style influences to create 
one-of-a-kind glass pieces for the home. Largely home-based for over 
two decades, Kelly moved into her current studio in 2011 and works 
with clients across the GTA and beyond. 

Everything that Glassworks creates is site-specific and custom 
designed for each client to reflect their personal aesthetic and suit their 
home. While her own style is contemporary – she loves “clear-on-clear 
with bling” – Hooper’s portfolio is both impressive and varied. The 
studio creates everything from decorative interior windows and glass 
privacy solutions to cabinet inserts and skylights, as well as exterior 
products such as side lites, garage windows and transoms. Projects can 
involve traditional leaded glass or more cost-effective overlay options, 
as well as stained glass and uniquely textured clear pieces. Hooper is 
also able to restore stained glass from historical properties, and notes 
that Glassworks can and has created just about anything imaginable 

for clients, from custom wall art to coasters made 
from hot glass. 

The Glassworks roster includes team leader Amanda, 
whom Hooper praises as a co-creator, and who shares 

both her vision and work ethic. Looking at a simple yet 
stunning door insert, described by Hooper as “traditional 

with a twist,” it’s clear that every element has been 
meticulously planned and executed. The team cuts and 

assembles each project piece-by-piece, using little more than a 
handheld glass cutter and beveller to achieve a seamless look. A 

kiln sits under a studio window, and Hooper explains that she has 
been playing with blown glass recently, opening up a whole new realm 
of possibilities. “My son comes in and makes these beads with me, just 
for fun,” she says, also showing off a delicate blown-glass ornament 
overhead. Hooper acknowledges that as an artist, she is constantly 
compelled to try new techniques. “I’m always working on something.”

Finding high-quality materials isn’t an easy task, and Hooper 
regularly travels across Canada and the U.S. to purchase unique glass 
art sheets for use in her commissions. Additionally, she orders selected 
materials from Europe, and spends countless hours tracking down 
the perfect colours and baubles needed to actualize her designs. “I 
like working with new builds, but the pieces should look like they’ve 
always been there,” she says. From sourcing to design and completion, 
it’s a lengthy process, but the payoff is clear – her beautiful, practical 
pieces have made Glassworks a favourite of homeowners, architects 
and designers alike, and turned a hobby into a thriving career.

Reflecting on the path from home studio to the Glassworks of today, 
Hooper is quick to give credit to her family, who helped both at home and 
in the studio. “To get to this point, I was working this job, raising a family, 
keeping up with my kids and a house, being an entrepreneur,” Hooper says. 
“My family was crucial in getting here.” Now, looking at what Glassworks 
has achieved, it’s evident that their journey was worthwhile.  OH
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